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Abstract 

Textile industry was one of the greatest industries during Sultanate period. It 

flourished due to the technological advancement and the interest shown by Delhi Sultans 

towards its development. Different varieties of textiles were produced as the raw material 

used for manufacturing these was found in different regions of India. Thus different regions 

specialized in production of different varieties of fabric. Some fabrics became worldwide 

famous and were exported to different European countries. The main objectives of the study 

are; 1. To study different varieties of fabrics produced during Sultanate period. 2. To study 

the regions of their manufacture and 3. To study the manner in which these textiles were put 

into use. For the present study both contemporary and modern works have been used. 
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Introduction 

One of the greatest industries during Sultanate period was the textiles. Due to 

technological advancement and interest of Sultans of Delhi, its scope was widened very 

much. The materials used for the manufacture of textiles in textile industries were produced 

almost in all parts of India. Though Bengal, Deccan, Orissa and Bihar produce cotton on 

large scale, North Indian states from Delhi to Awadh also produced. Silk worm rearing stared 

in Bengal during Sultanate period and from here it was supplied to different parts of the 

country. It was supplied to Gujarat which became famous for the production of silk 

cloth1.Kasim Bazar in Bengal was furnished more than 22000bales of silk every year2. The 

woolen stuff produced from mountainous regions. Sheep were reared in areas such as; Kabul, 

Kashmir and western Rajasthan. India imported best wool from Tibet3. The finer qualities of 

wool and fur were largely imported from outside4. Muhammad Tughlaq is said to have 

karkhana in which 400 silk weavers were employed and where the stuff of all kinds for 

dresses of persons attached with the royal household, robes of honour and robes meant for 

presentation were manufactured. Also there were 500 manufacturers of golden tissues who 

wove gold brocades worn by the wives of the sultan, and give away as presents to the amirs 

and their wives5. 
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The textile industries were very big and which produced multiple kinds of cloth of different 

stuffs like cotton silk, woolen, muslin etc. 

Cotton textile: - Different kinds of cotton textiles were manufactured by different artisans 

who were specialized in their works e.g. Cotton clothes fo daily use, printed cloth (Chintz and 

Patola), Calicoes, curtains, turbans, dhotis etc. 

a) Dhotis and Sarees:- These were manufactured on large scale for internal consumption 

in Bengal6. 

b) Chintz: -Coloured and flowered cotton stuffs were produced on large scale in some 

parts of  India i.e. Malabar7. 

c) Kamina: - A coarser kind of cloth worn by the poor and the derveshes which was 

called pat. 

d) Mahin: - A finer cloth, worn by Turks and soldiers. 

e) Kirpas: - Little superior to mahin and it was  a calico8. 

f) Velvets of cotton: - According to Barbosa this was known for excellence and found a 

good market in the two international ports of South Asia at that time namely, Malacca 

in the East and Ormuz in the west9. 

Woolen textiles: - Different kinds of fabrics produced in woolen industries were:- 

a) Blankets: - Blankets of course quality (usually with red borders) and blankets of finer 

qualities10. 

b) Garments:-In the verses of Amir Khusrau it is mentioned that Sufis used to wear 

woolen garments11. 

c) Woolen coverlets or Takya-namads :- These were made in Indian but all imported 

from Kabul and Persia12. 

d) Woolen shawls:-  These were produced on large scale in many parts of India. Tus 

shawls, which were made of wool of an animal, its natural colours were black, white, 

red and pure white13. 

e) Mayan:- A kind of shawl, woven in Kashmir was made up of wool and silk mixed. 

The shawls of Kashmir were known for their softness and warmth14. 

Silk Textiles: - 

Silk clothes were used by rich class15. Robes were made up of silk which were distributed 

every year by sultans to the officers16. And also given as gift e.g. Sultan Muhammed 

BinTughlaq’s brother- in- law was gifted at his marriage, with a ceremonial robe of blue silk 
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embroidered and encrusted with jewels, the jewels covered it so completely that its colour 

was not visible because of quality of them. IbnBatuta praised this and wrote, “I never saw a 

more beautiful robe than this one17 . Silk embroidered with gold thread was used for clothing 

or in the royal or rich houses e.g. Muhammad Tughlaq’s chair was draped in silk 

embroidered with gold, while interior of the tent was draped in gilded silk18. 

Patola: - This was fine silk, classified by ThakuraPheru (1310)19. It was made by the wrap 

and the weft threads and were so dyed that after weaving they reproduced the most complex 

designs20. It was most colourful cloth and had great value. 

Muslin:- Ma huan when visited   Bengal, found five or six varieties of muslin, Sinabaffs. 

Arab merchants were fond of using Bengal Sinabaffs for shirts21. Turbans, clothes, head 

cover, scarves were also produced. 

Linin:-This was used for production of chaddar22. 

Matressesor Sitalpatior cool mats were made of leaves of marantadichotama, which were 

split into very fine slices, length wise, matteresses of Bengal were so famous that they 

resembled with woven silk. The superior type of it was judged by glossiness, smoothness and 

fineness of texture23. 

With the passage of time some of the regions of India became famous for particular type of 

textiles. The artisanal class specialized in particular craft like weaving, embroidering with 

gold thread, carpet  and quilt cover making, manufacturing patolas ( printed silk cloth) , 

muslin, brocade, valvet, blankets, fine varieties of cloth like bariamia, salahiya, shirin, kattan-

rumi, siraj, qibab, sanabaf, chowtar24etc. The manufacture of fine cloth had attained an 

unusual degree of excellence. This is revealed by much poetic and fanciful description from 

the pen of Amir Khusrau, who reveals to us a great deal of refinement and skill among the 

workers25. The villages and qasbas in different regions by this time were specialized in local 

products, which were exported to other parts of the country26.  This led to the increase of 

artisanal class in every region and they established their own identity. The artisans even 

immigrated from Central Asia and West Asia after the Mongol invasion, so that they 

immigrated to India27. Again due to the new technologies some artisans again increased. So 

when Babur came to India he wrote in his autobiography that “another good thing in 

Hindustan is that it has unnumbered and endless workmen of every kind. There is a fixed 

caste (jami) for every sort of work for everything, which has done that work on that thing 

from father to son till now. In the same way there are numberless artisans and workmen of 

every sort in Hindustan”. 
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He again said, “Every artisan there is follows the trade that has come down to him 

from forefathers to forefather28. That means professions had become castes and they were 

specialized in their work. Some of the regions which made their identity by different crafts 

are given below:- 

 

Gujrat:-  

Gujrat was most famous centre of textile production, different kinds of stuffs were 

produced here with coloured and richly embroidered designs, which were famous not only in 

India but also in the world for their excellence. 

Gujrat was one of the most famous centres for the production of incredible Patola fabrics, 

manufactured by patoladevice. The stuff used in it was silk29. The craftsmen of Gujrat wereso 

skilled in this craft that Gujrat stood pre-eminent in the volume of textile manufacture30. 

ZiauddinBarani gives huge importance to Patola for its economic value. He mentions it as 

one of the war booty collected from Devgiri by the army of AlauddinKhilji31. So due to 

artistic value of this cloth (printed cotton and silk patolas) of Cambay, it was exported to 

foreign countries like Indonesian islands, Burma, Malaya32. Due to great demand of this stuff 

in India and outside, the opportunities of artisanal class increased and their fame was well 

established. The silk cloth of Cambay was very much costly which was under the control of 

Sultan during the reign of AlauddinKhilji in Delhi. It had a big established silk weaving 

industry. Taffetas of Broach were famous all over in India. This was a type of cotton cloth 

dyed with red, blue or black colour. 

Gujarat’s artisanal class excelled in the manufacturing of brocade which was woven with 

gold and silk threads, also woven in velvet, gaze, needle work and embroidery and was also 

excellent in dyeing33. At Surat, carpets were manufactured of silk or silk-golden or silver 

thread was woven34. Cambay had numberless skilled craftsmen of various kinds, which were 

expert in the production of woven white cotton fabrics both fine and coarse, printed cotton 

stuffs35.Besides these there were great varieties of coloured velvets, velvety satin, thick 

carpets, beautiful quilts, worked and painted testers of beds as written by Barbosa36, these 

were in abundance and cheap which was available to all people. Gujarat was also famous for 

its clothes like kimkhabs, badlakurta, embroidered cloth, kinari work (silver thread) 37etc. 

‘Silk muslins’ were also manufactured in other parts of Gujarat. 
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Bengal:  

Bengal also excelled in manufacturing of clothes; a lot of artisans were engaged in the 

production of different types of clothes. Referring to Barbosa, K.M Ashraf writes a kind of 

sash named sirband manufactured in Bengal was used as head-dress by the ladies of Europe, 

they had strong liking for it and was used by Persian and Arab merchants as turbans. Famous 

silk manufacturing centres were Murshidabad,  & Qasim Bazar38.He also mentions about the 

accounts of foreign travellers such as; Mahuan, Varthema and Barbosa which provide 

evidences about high excellence of Bengal manufacturing by artisans39. Taking reference 

fromQiran us Sadain of Amir Khusrau K.M Ashraf writes about the fineness of clothes of 

Bengal. He praised that stuff which Bughra Khan, the governor of Bengal, presented to his 

son Sultan Muizzuddin Kaiqubad. According to Amir Khusrau “It is difficult to describe the 

fineness of cloth; the skin of the moon removed by the “Executioner star would not be so 

fine. One could compare it to drop of water if that drop fell, against nature, from the front of 

the son. A hundred yard of it can pass through the eye of a needle, so fine is its texture, and 

yet the point of a steel needle can pierce through it only with difficulty. It is so transparent 

and light that it looks as if one is wearing no dress at all but has smeared the body with pure 

water…40”. Bengali Sinabaffs were very much liked by Arab merchants. From the accounts 

of Varthema it is known that Bengal produced more cotton than anywhere else in the world. 

He gives a list of five varieties of cotton cloth than anywhere else in the world. He gives a list 

of five varieties of cloth namely bairam, namone, lizati, cainter, douzer, sinabaffs etc. Other 

products were velvets of cotton, turbans, white glossy cotton stuff, turmeri cloth (chintz) etc. 

Dhotis and saris of silk and cotton were produced in large quantities by large number of 

artisans in Bengal. Four distinct varieties of silk saries were made like kala pat sadi, agun 

pad sadi,patarbhumi, and kanchi pat sadi. 

Other varieties of silk like neta,taser, and pater pacchda. On saris various types of designs 

were made. It is known that hundreds of pieces of dhotis were manufactured in the small 

colony of Birr in Bengal, which indicates the extensive output of cloth; moreover, he wrote 

about early muslins of Bengal, made up of mixture of silk and cotton and were tastefully 

embroidered. The artisans were very much advanced in the stage of refinement which was 

suggested by wide range of varieties and their particular names for particular stuff, like in silk 

stuff different artisans were engaged for different products, now crafts become specialized41. 

Bengal was also famous for mattresses, known as sitalpati (cool mat), the artisans were so 

specialized in its manufacturing that it resembled with woven silk, the artisans used the 
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leaves marantadichotama for its formation, and which were split into very fine slices, length 

wise. The glossiness, smoothness and fineness, of its texture depict its superior quality (kind). 

The best kind of mattress was so smooth that a snake could not run over it42.Mahuan gives a 

list of five or six varieties of fine muslins of Bengal with gold embroidered caps and silk 

handkerchiefs43. 

 

Awadh:-  

 Pat was generally manufactured in village households but it was also produced in 

Awadh from where it was imported to Delhi44. 

 

Delhi: - 

Delhi was specialized in the production of quilts and chintz45. Delhi was great centre 

of manufacturing of fine goods and there was also its great market in Delhi. In Delhi kazz 

(Silk cloth) was manufactured and its price was very high i.e. sold for 16 tankas during the 

reign of AlauddinKhalji46. Besides it, there was large stock of fine muslin, silk and brocade in 

Delhi and in its towns47. Agra produced carpets and large quantity of cotton cloth and 

Samana and Sultanpur were centres of fine textiles. Amir khusrau records prices under 

AlauddinKhalji in Delhi in his work Ijaz-i.khusravi i.e. muslin of Delhi costs 17 tankas a 

piece, muslin of Kol (Aligarh) costs six tankas and finest muslin costs 2 tankas a yard, 

mushru (another variety) cost three tankas piece48. Shawls were also produced in Agra and 

FathepurSikri. 

 

Kashmir: -  

It was the great centre of shawls manufacturing, which was very famous49. The shawl 

industry was established before 13th century, and these shawls were sent by Muhammad bin 

Tughlaq as present to Chinese emperor. The Kashmiri shawls were famous for its softness 

nad warmth and it was the reputed centre of manufacture of wool garment50. Kashmir was 

also centre of silk materials and woolen material (blankets and shawls). Kashmir was most 

famous for its production of excellent quality carpets, made on vertical loom which was 

introduced from Iran by which quality and quantity increased51. The technology took root in 

kashmir which was established and promoted by Sultan ZainulAbedin52. Carpet designs were 

greatly influenced by the fashions of Iran and Central Asia due to influence of ruling class53. 

The twill tapestry method introduced by ZainulAbedin was complicated. It required the 
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greatest concentration and skill. In this small square pieces with various designs were 

prepared and then joined together with the help of small sticks called tuj-bobins54. 

 

Dacca: -  

Muslin of Dacca was well known all over the world for its fine varieties and delicacy. 

It was said of the Dacca muslin that 20 yards in length and 1 yard in width could pass through 

finger-ring. It required a lot of time and hard work of artisans that it took six months to 

manufacture. The fine qualities of muslin were known by various poetic names, like mulmal-

khas (king’s muslin), sarkar-i-ali( fornawab’s use), abi-rewan (running water), and shabnam 

(evening dew) etc. The value of the of finest quality of muslin of Sunargaon was Rs. 4000 

apiece55. 

 

Assam:-  

The artisans of Assam also contributed to the development of textile industries during 

this period. Such as they produced many kinds of fine garments, especially of silk.These 

artisans belong the tribes such as khasis, nagas, manipuris and bados and in general made 

significant contribution for its development. 

 

Lucknow:- 

Lucknow was famous for chicken work; even today it is in great demand. Besides it 

was famous for a type of cloth called drayabadiand mercools, which were in great demand56. 

 

Malabar:-  

In Malabar Chintz and white cloth were manufactured57. A town of 

MalabarShaliyat(near Calicut) was very famous for its cotton fabric when IbnBatuta visited58. 

 

Pulicat:- 

 It was centre of cotton cloth manufacturing59. 

 

Calicut:- 

Its cloth known for its fineness, that one appears naked even after on had it on60. 

Sirhind:- 

Cotton products, especially its red salu and chintz were in great demand61. 
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Orissa: -  

Tussar cloth was speciality of Orissa. The European travellers described it as a grass 

cloth looking like silk. It was cheaper than silk62. 

 

Jaunpur:-  

Famous for production of fine carpets63. 

 

Lahore, Agra and Fathpur:- 

These places were famous for carpets. All kinds of carpet weavers were settled here 

and drived a flourishing trade64. Lahore was famous for mayan shawls also65. 

 

Burhanpur and Masaulipatnam:-   

These were famous for chintz.66 

 

Deogiri:- 

A fine quality cloth was produced here. It was quite expensive and to be used only by 

nobles and rich. Referring to Amir Khusrau, Satish Chandra writes that it was so fine that 

hundred yards of it could be put through a ring67. 

Thus it can be concluded that different varieties of fabrics were produced during Sultanate 

period and different regions specialized in manufacture of different types of cloth depending 

on the type of raw material available in these regions. Some fine textiles were world famous 

and were exported to Eurpean countries. Textile industry flourished to a great extent due to 

the introduction of new techniques in the manufacturing process. 
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